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Abstract

   This research report compares the performance of two algorithms that exploit methods from randomised 

numerical linear algebra (RandNLA) to speed up the model selection process for autoregressive (AR) 

models in the presence of big time series data. In particular, this report compares the PACF times, which is 

an important diagnostic tool used to select the appropriate order for an AR model, and the relative errors of 

parameter estimates produced by each of the respective algorithms. The algorithms compared in this paper 

are both based off leverage score sampling, one appropriately titled “Leverage Score Sampling Algorithm” 

(LSAR) and the other algorithm and its three variants, developed by Associate Professor David P. Woodruff 

and Xiaofei Shi, which we have named DW1, DW2 and DW3. Empirical results on large-scale synthetic as 

well as real-world big time series data suggests that the LSAR algorithm outperforms the DW1-DW2-DW3 

algorithm, producing faster PACF times and smaller relative errors of parameter estimates, on average.  
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1. Introduction

1.1 Time Series Analysis, Autoregressive (AR) models and Big Data 

A time series is a collection of random variables indexed according to the order they are 

obtained in time. The main objective of time series analysis is to develop statistical models

that can describe the data and then forecast the future behaviour of the system. There are 

two main settings that a scientist utilizing time series analysis may work in. Namely the 

time domain and the frequency domain. For this paper we will be working in the time 

domain, which focuses on modelling some future value of a time series as a parametric 

function of the current and past values by studying the correlation between adjacent points

in time [1].  

A time series {X t ; t=0 , ±1 , ±2,…} is known as (weakly) stationary if the mean value 

function E (X t ) is constant and does not depend on time t, and the autocovariance function

Cov ( X t , X t+h ) depends only on the lag h for any integer values t and h. An appropriate 

model for analysing stationary time series is an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) 

model and a special case of this model is an autoregressive (AR) model, which merely 

includes the autoregressive component. An autoregressive (AR) model of order p, written 

as AR(p), is of the form, 

X t=φ1X (t−1 )+φ2 X (t−2)+…+φ p X (t−p )+W t

                  

where X t is a stationary time series, E (X t )=0, φ1, φ2 ,…,φpare constants (φp≠0 ) and W t is a 

Gaussian White Noise where W t N [0,σW
2 ] is independent and identically distributed (iid). 

If E (X t )=μ≠0, X t may be replaced with X t−μ to obtain, 

X t−μ=φ1 (X ( t−1 )
−μ )+φ2 (X (t−2)

−μ)+…+φp ( X (t− p)
−μ)+W t

which can be written as

X t=α+φ1X ( t−1 )+φ2X (t−2 )+…+φp X ( t− p )+W t
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where α=μ (1−φ1−φ2−…−φp ) .

The main objective of autoregressive models is to use the past p values,

X ( t−1 ) , X ( t−2) ,…, X (t− p)  to explain/forecast the current and future values of the time series

{X t ; t=0 , ±1 , ±2 ,… }. To make this forecast one must first estimate the p+2 unknown 

parameters including the order p, the coefficients φ iwhere i∈ {1,2 ,…, p} and the variance of 

the white noise σW
2 .

The order of an AR(p) model is commonly estimated through the use of the partial 

autocorrelation function (PACF) and observing its plot or graph. For a stationary time 

series {X t ; t=0 , ±1 , ±2 ,…}, the PACF at lag h is defined by,

PACF≔{ ρ(X t , X t+1)∧for h=1
ρ(X t+h−X̂ t+h ,−h , X t− X̂ t , h)∧for h≥2

where ρ denotes the correlation function. In theory, for a causal AR ( p ), for lags

h=1 ,…, p−1 the PACF may be non-zero, lag h=p may be strictly non-zero and for lag

h=p+1 the theoretical PACF drops to zero and remains zero for subsequent lags. In 

practice however, the sample PACF versus lag h is plotted as well a 95% zero-confidence 

bound, which equates to two horizontal lines plotted at ±1.96 / √n, n being the sample size. 

Similar to the theoretical PACF, the largest lag of the sample PACF lying outside the zero-

confidence bound is used as an estimation for the order p. 

Note: An AR ( p ) model is said to be causal if the time series {X t ; t=0 ,±1 ,±2 ,…} can be 

written as a linear process with constant coefficients φ i such that ∑
i=1

∞

|φi| < ∞.

Estimation of the coefficients φ i∈wherei∈{1,2 ,…, p} and the variance of the white 

noise σW
2  is difficult to be estimated analytically using traditional maximum likelihood 

estimation (MLE) as the log-likelihood function is a complicated non-linear function of the 

unknown parameters. Instead the conditional log-likelihood function may be used which is 

analogous to the log-likelihood function. The conditional MLE (CMLE) of the coefficients

φ iwhere i∈ {1,2,. .., p } and variance σW
2  may be estimated from ordinary least squares (OLS)

regression. Greater detail can be found in [2].
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Regardless, in the presence of big time series data, estimation of the order p, 

coefficients φ iwherei∈1,2,…, p and variance σW
2  for an AR model results in computing the 

solutions of many potentially large scale OLS problems, which can be the main bottleneck 

of computations. A time series is generally considered “big” when it has more than

n=1,000,000 realisations.

1.2 Randomised Numerical Linear Algebra (RandNLA) and Leverage 

Scores

To attempt to alleviate this problem, randomised numerical linear algebra (RandNLA) has 

successfully employed various sub-sampling and sketching strategies to compute large-

scale OLS problems such as the ones that arise in autoregression. 

This paper will focus on two algorithms that use data-aware sampling techniques 

rather than sketching strategies. Here rows of the data matrix are sampled proportional to 

non-uniform distributions. In particular the use of statistical leverage scores, which both 

algorithms are based off, have been shown to improve worst case theoretical guarantees 

of matrix algorithms and are highly amendable to high-quality numerical implementation. 

For greater detail on RandNLA see [4] and for greater detail on the computation of 

leverage scores see [2]. 

1.3 Statement of authorship 

Under the supervision of Dr Ali Eshragh and Dr Glen Livingston Jr, I compared two 

algorithms that exploit methods from randomised numerical linear algebra (RandNLA) to fit

autoregressive models. I explored the differences in PACF times and relative errors in 

parameter estimates that the two algorithms produced. Pre-written MATLAB code was 

given to me that I then modified where needed to produce the results. I then interpreted 

the results, produced the plots and figures and drafted the final report.  
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2. Algorithms 

This paper will empirically study the performance of two algorithms that exploit methods 

from RandNLA to speed up the model selection process for AR models in the presence of 

big time series data. In particular, it will examine the difference in the PACF times, and the 

relative error of parameter estimates that each of the respective algorithms produce. The 

algorithms under consideration in this paper are LSAR and three variants of an algorithm 

that for this paper we have called DW1, DW2 and DW3. 

2.1 LSAR

Recently, Eshragh et al. [2] have developed a Leverage Score Sampling Algorithm (LSAR)

which successfully applies methodology from RandNLA for fitting an appropriate AR model

to big time series data. The algorithm is shown below, and greater detail can be seen in 

[2]. 

Algorithm 1 LSAR: Leverage Score Sampling Algorithm for Approximate AR Fitting 

Input:

- Time series data {y1 ,…, yn } ;

- A relatively large value ṕ≪n ;

Step 0. Set h=0 and m=n− ṕ ;

while h< ṕ do

- Step 1. h←h+1and m←m+1 ;

- Step 2. Estimate PACF in lag h, i.e., τ̂ h ;

- Step 3. Compute the approximate leverage scores l̂ (m, h)
(i ) for i=1 ,…,n− ṕ as in ;

- Step 4. Compute the sampling distribution π̂ (m, h) ( i ) for i=1 ,…,n− ṕ as in ;

- Step 5. Set s as in (13 from [2]) by replacing d  with p and β with the bound given in 

Corollary 1 ;

- Step 6. Form the s×m sampling matrix S by randomly choosing s rows of the 

corresponding identity matrix according to the probability distribution found in Step 4, with 

replacement, and rescaling them with the factor (11 from [2]) ;

- Step 7. Construct the sampled data matrix X̂ (m,h )=S X (m,h ) and response vector

ŷ (m,h )=S y (m,h ) ;
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- Step 8. Solve the associated reduced OLS problem to estimate the parameters φ̂ (m, h) and 

residuals r̂ (m,h ) as in (19b from [2]) and (19c from [2]), respectively ;

end while

- Step 9. Estimate p as the largest h such that |τ̂h| ≥1.96 / √ s ;

Output: Estimated order p and parameters φ̂ (n− ṕ+p , p ).

The following theorem gives the overall running time of the LSAR algorithm. 

Theorem (LSAR Computational Complexity). The worst case time complexity of the LSAR

algorithm for an input AR(p) time series data is O(np+ p4 log p /ε2).  

2.2 DW1-DW2-DW3

David P. Woodruff and Xiaofei Shi [3] have recently developed three algorithms that can 

be applied to calculate the leverage scores of Toeplitz matrices which arise in 

autoregression. One key difference between the LSAR algorithm and the DW1-DW2-DW3 

alternatives is that DW1-DW2-DW3 calculates generalized leverage scores. The 

algorithms for the three variations of DW1-DW2-DW3 are shown below and for greater 

detail see [3].

2.2.1

Algorithm 1 DW1: David Woodruff 1 (Repeated Halving)

1: procedure RepeatedHalving(C∈Rn× (d+1 )
¿

2: Uniformly sample n / 2 rows of C to form C '

3. If C ' has more than O ¿ rows, recursively compute a spectral approximation  ~C ' of C '

4. Approximate generalized leverage scores of C w.r.t. ~C'

5. Use these estimates to sample rows of C to form ~C

6. return Ć

7. end procedure 
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2.2.2 

Algorithm 2 DW2: David Woodruff 2 (Repeated Halving)

1: procedure RepeatedHalving(A∈Rn×d
¿

2: Uniformly sample d /2 columns of A to form C '

3: If C ' has more than O (k log k ) columns, recursively compute a constant approximation Ć '

for C ' with O ¿ columns

4: Get generalized ridge leverage scores of A w.r.t. Ć '

5: Use estimates to sample columns of A to form C

6: return C

7: end procedure 

2.2.3

Algorithm 3 DW3: David Woodruff 3 (ApproxLewisForm)

1: procedure ApproxLewisForm (C∈Rn×(d+1 ))

2: If n≤d+1, apply Theorem 4.4 in Cohen and Peng (2015) to return Q

3: Uniformly sample n / 2 rows of C to form Ĉ

4: Let Q̂=ApproxLewisForm (Ĉ , p , θ )

5: Let ui be an nθ / p multiplicative approximation of c i
T Q̂ c i

6: Nonuniformly sample rows of C, taking an expected pi=min (1, f ( p )nθ / 2dp / 2 log dui
p / 2 ) 

copies of row i (each scaled down by pi
−1 / p

¿, producing C '

7: Apply theorem 4.4 in Cohen and Peng (2015) to C ', and return the quadratic form Q .

8: return Q

9: end procedure 

After leverage scores have been calculated and appropriate rows have been sampled 

apply steps 7-9 as in the LSAR algorithm to solve the reduced OLS problem to estimate 

the appropriate order and parameter estimates to fit the appropriate autoregressive model.
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3. Empirical Results 

The following numerical experiments were run in MATLAB R2018b on a 64-bit windows 

computer with dual processor each at 2.20GHz with 128GB installed RAM. The numerical 

results show the LSAR algorithm outperforming all variants of the DW algorithm (DW1, 

DW2 and DW3) in terms of faster PACF times and smaller relative errors of parameter 

estimates. These empirical results hold true for both the large-scale synthetic data 

generated as well as real-world big time series data. 

3.1 Synthetic Data

Synthetic large-scale time series data with n=2,000,000 realisations was generated from 

the autoregressive models AR (4 ) , AR (40 ) and AR (100 ). For all comparisons, only 0.1% of 

the data has been sampled (s=0.001n=2000¿ for the LSAR algorithm and the DW1-DW2-

DW3 algorithm. Numerical results for PACF times are presented in 3.1.1 and relative 

errors of parameter estimates are presented in 3.1.2. 

It should be noted that ten data sets were generated from each of the 

autoregressive models AR (4 ) , AR (40 ) and AR (100 ) making a total of 30 data sets (i.e. 10 

from an AR (4 ), 10 from an AR (40 ) and 10 from an AR (100 )). These data sets were then 

each used in the three comparisons between LSAR and one of the DW1, DW2 or DW3 

variants with each comparison being replicated 100 times. Numerical results, especially for

the relative error of parameter estimates, are then smoothed out by averaging over all of 

the estimates. However, as of writing this report, access to these smoothed results are 

unavailable due to the research compute grid (RCG), where the results are stored, being 

under maintenance. If needed, they will be available from 16 March 2020. 

The following sections present numerical results of three data sets, one from each 

of the autoregressive models and these data sets are each used in the three comparisons 

between LSAR and DW1, DW2 or DW3. 

3.1.1 PACF times 

We use the synthetic data generated from autoregressive models AR (4 ) , AR (40 ) and

AR (100 ) to estimate the PACF over a range of lag values h, by solving the corresponding 
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OLS problem by using the LSAR algorithm, a variant of the DW algorithm and by using the

full data matrix (called, “exact”). The numerical results from these experiments are 

displayed in Figure 1. 

   (a) AR(4)                                           (b) AR(4)                                          (c) AR(4)

            (d) AR(40)                                        (e) AR(40)                                        (f) AR(40)

   

(g) AR(100)                                    (h) AR(100)                                     (i) AR(100)

Figure 1: Figures (a), (b) and (c) corresponding to the AR(4) synthetic data, display the PACF 

times for the three comparisons between LSAR and DW1, DW2 and DW3, respectively. In all plots,

LSAR is denoted blue, a variant of DW is denoted red, and using the full data is denoted yellow. 

Figures (d), (e) and (f) are similar for the AR(40) synthetic data; and figures (g), (h) and (i) are 

similar for the AR(100) synthetic data.
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Results from the numerical experiments show the LSAR algorithm outperforming 

the DW1, DW2 and DW3 algorithms in terms of providing faster PACF times. This is 

contrary to the fact that the DW1-DW2-DW3 algorithm has a better computational 

complexity than the LSAR algorithm. However, this may be a result of the computational 

complexity that has been proven in [2] being highly pessimistic, with the true value being 

less than what has been proven. 

The plots of the sample PACF’s produced by each of the respective algorithms 

show that they correctly identify the order parameter p. These plots have been omitted 

from the body of this paper as it was previously known that both algorithms identify the 

correct p. 

 

3.1.2 Relative Errors of Estimating Parameters  

To test the accuracy of the maximum likelihood estimates generated by the LSAR 

algorithm and the DW1-DW2-DW3 variants, the errors between parameter estimates 

generated by both algorithms (LSAR and DW1-DW2-DW3) are relatively compared to 

parameters estimates generated from using the full data. Formally, the relative error of 

parameter estimates is defined by, 

‖φ̂i
a
−φi‖

‖φi‖

where i∈1,2 ,…, p , φ i denotes the parameter estimates using the full data and φ̂ i
a denotes 

the parameter estimates from the LSAR or DW1-DW2-DW3 algorithm where                      

a∈ {LSAR ,DW 1, DW 2 , DW 3}. Numerical results from the estimation of the parameter φ i 

can be seen in Figure 2.

   

   

(a) AR(4)                                      (b) AR(4)                                        (c) AR(4)           
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                (d) AR(40)                                       (e) AR(40)                                      (f) AR(40)  

                               

  

  

(g) AR(100)                                     (h) AR(100)                                    (i) AR(100)  

Figure 2: Figures (a), (b) and (c) corresponding to the AR(4) synthetic data, display the relative 

error of parameter estimates for the three comparisons between LSAR and DW1, DW2 and DW3, 

respectively. In all plots, LSAR is denoted blue and a variant of DW is denoted red. Figures (d), (e) 

and (f) are similar for the AR(40) synthetic data; and figures (g), (h) and (i) are similar for the 

AR(100) synthetic data.

While hard to distinguish from the frequent fluctuations, the relative error of 

parameter estimates for the LSAR algorithm appear to be less than the DW1-DW2-DW3 

estimates on average. When the comparisons are replicated 100 times and averaged to 

smooth them out, it is made clearer that this is the case. As stated above, plots to these 

numerical results are currently unavailable as of writing this report but will become 

available after  March 16, 2020, if needed. The numerical results suggest that the LSAR 

algorithm outperforms the DW1-DW2-DW3 algorithm in producing smaller relative error of 

parameter estimates, on average.

3.2 Real-world Big Time Series: Gas Sensors Data

In 2016, Huerta et al. [5] constructed a nose consisting of eight different metal-oxide 

sensors as well as humidity and temperature sensors with a wireless communication 

channel to collect data. The nose monitored airflow for two years in a designated location, 

and data was continuously collected with a rate of two observations per second. The goal 

of the study was to measure the accuracy of the electronic nose measurements. The data 

has been made freely available from the UCI machine learning repository.

The resulting data from sensor number 8 formed a time series with n=919,438 

observations. After taking the log and differencing in one lag, the time series is 
13



transformed to a stationary time series and becomes appropriate to fit an autoregressive 

model to the data. The comparisons between the LSAR algorithm and the variants of 

DW1, DW2 and DW3, analogous to the comparisons in section 3.1, are then run and 

replicated 1000 times per different comparison between LSAR and the 3 DW1-DW2-DW3 

variants for a total of 3000 comparisons. The resulting data for PACF times and relative 

error of parameter estimates are then smoothed out by averaging over all the replicates of 

the estimates. 

The resulting smoothed data is currently unavailable for the same reasons as above

but will be available from March 16, 2020 if needed. However, the numerical results for the

real big time series data agree with the numerical results for the synthetic big time series 

data suggesting that the LSAR algorithm outperforms the DW1-DW2-DW3  algorithm in 

terms of faster PACF times and smaller relative error of parameter estimates, on average. 

The LSAR algorithm appears to be more appropriate for fitting autoregressive models in 

the presence of big time series data than the DW1-DW2-DW3 algorithm. 

4. Conclusions and Further Work 

This paper compares the performance of two algorithms based on randomised numerical 

linear algebra (RandNLA) methodology to speed up the model selection process when 

fitting autoregressive models in the presence of big time series data. The algorithms called

LSAR and DW1-DW2-DW3 were empirically studied through the use of numerical 

experimentation. In particular, the PACF times and relative error of parameter estimates 

that each respective algorithm produced were analyzed. Numerical results suggest that 

the LSAR algorithm outperforms the DW1-DW2-DW3 algorithm in producing smaller 

relative error of parameter estimates, on average. Adding this to the numerical results of 

faster PACF times, it appears that the LSAR algorithm is more appropriate than the DW1-

DW2-DW3 algorithm to fit autoregressive models in the presence of large-scale time 

series data from our empirical investigations. Both synthetically generated data and real-

world big time series data support this empirical conclusion. 

Future work will include numerically studying two more random matrix algorithms, in

addition to the ones analyzed in this paper, in greater depth.  
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